
Two-Phase Commit in Gigabit-Networked Distributed Databases�Yousef J. Al-Houmaily Panos K. ChrysanthisDept. of Electrical Engineering Dept. of Computer ScienceUniversity of Pittsburgh University of PittsburghPittsburgh, PA 15261 Pittsburgh, PA 15260AbstractIn the future, di�erent database sites will be intercon-nected via gigabit networks, forming a very powerful dis-tributed database system. In such an environment, thepropagation latency will be the dominant component ofthe overall communication cost while the migration oflarge amount of data will not pose a problem. Further-more, computer systems are expected to become highlyreliable. In this paper, we present a two-phase commitvariant that exploits these new domain characteristicsto minimize the cost of distributed transaction commit-ment. Although the protocol trades o� e�ciency duringnormal processing for slower recovery, it supports for-ward recovery that potentially reduces the overall costof recovery.1 IntroductionTransactions in a distributed environment accessdata located at di�erent sites. Part of the correctnessof a distributed transaction is to ensure its atomicitywhich requires that all the transaction's e�ects eitherpersist at all the sites the transaction has visited or areobliterated from them. This is achieved by employingan atomic commitment protocol (ACP) that executes acommit or an abort operation across multiple sites asa single logical operation. The simplest and most usedACP is the two-phase commit protocol (2PC) [5, 7].2PC consists of a voting phase during which the coor-dinator of a distributed transaction requests all the sitesparticipating in the transaction's execution to prepareto commit, and of a decision phase during which the co-ordinator either decides to commit the transaction if allthe participants are prepared to commit (voted Yes), orto abort if any participant has decided to abort (votedNo). If a participant has voted Yes, it can neither com-mit nor abort the transaction until it receives the �naldecision from the coordinator. When a participant re-ceives the �nal decision, it complies with the decisionand sends back an acknowledgment. The coordinatorcompletes the protocol and discards any information inits protocol table in main memory regarding the trans-action when it receives acknowledgments from all theparticipants.The resilience of 2PC to system and communicationfailures is achieved by recording the progress of the pro-tocol in the logs of the coordinator and the participants.The coordinator is required to force-write a decisionrecord prior to sending the �nal decision to the partic-ipants. Since a force-write ensures that all log records�Supported in part by N.S.F. under grant IRI-9210588.

are written into a stable storage that sustains systemfailures, the �nal decision is not lost in the case of acoordinator failure. Similarly, each participant force-writes a prepared record before sending its vote anda decision record before acting on and acknowledginga �nal decision. When the coordinator completes theprotocol, it writes an end record without forcing it intostable storage, indicating that the log records pertain-ing to the transaction can be garbage collected whennecessary.Future distributed database systems (DDBSs) are ex-pected to execute on highly reliable computers that areconnected via high speed networks with data trans-fer rates in the order of gigabits per second. In suchgigabit-networked DDBSs, the propagation latency willbe the dominant component of the overall communica-tion cost while the migration of large amounts of datawill not pose a problem [6, 1]. In other words, the size ofmessages in a database protocol is of less concern thanthe required number of rounds or sequential phases ofmessage passing. Given this observation, and the needto ensure the atomicity of distributed transactions ingigabit-networked DDBS, we are prompted to ask thequestion: Is it possible to improve the performance of2PC by permitting large messages? That is, can we re-duce the number or the rounds of messages in 2PC bynot placing any limitations on the size of a message?In this paper, we present the implicit yes-vote (IYV)that improves on the other 2PC variants by exploit-ing the performance and reliability properties of gigabitcomputer networks. IYV e�ectively eliminates the vot-ing phase of 2PC by combining the participants' voteswith the execution of the transactions' operations, hencereducing the number of sequential coordination mes-sages during normal processing. In case of a commu-nication or a participant failure, IYV supports forwardrecovery by enabling a partially executed transaction toresume its execution when the failure is �xed. This isachieved by logging the read locks and the redo recordsthat are generated during the execution of operations atboth the coordinator and the participants. The under-lying assumption in IYV is that all sites employ stricttwo-phase locking protocol (2PL) [4].In Section 2, IYV is introduced and its behavior inthe presence of failures is discussed in detail. We alsoapply to IYV the presume abort (PrA) optimization [9,10] which has been adopted by the OSI-TP and X/Openstandards. In Section 3, we compare IYV with fourother well known ACPs and in Section 4, we evaluatethem in terms of the number of sequential messages andforced writes that are required to reach a decision andto release the locks held by a transaction.



2 Implicit Yes-VoteThe essence of 2PC that ensures the atomicity of adistributed transaction is that it prevents a transactionfrom unilaterally committing or aborting at a site whilein a prepare to commit state. A participant may decideto abort a transaction either for correctness reasons suchas ensuring serializability, or for performance reasonssuch as minimizing transaction blocking. Regarding thelatter, we can expect that a participant does not aborta transaction because it has not received an operationfrom the transaction for some time. It is the responsi-bility of the coordinator to decide whether or not it isnecessary to abort a long-executing transaction.Now, consider a distributed system in which all thesites employ strict 2PL (which also avoids cascadingaborts). Participants never abort transactions to ensureatomicity and only abort transactions in active state,i.e., transactions having outstanding operation acknowl-edgements, to resolve deadlocks or conserve resources.In such a system, it is not possible for a participantto unilaterally abort a transaction after it has acknowl-edged the execution of an operation due to a serializ-ability or atomicity violation, or a deadlock at that site.If the transaction was involved in a local deadlock, itsoperation would have been blocked or rejected ratherthan being acknowledged.Based on the above assumptions, we can use the ac-knowledgment of the execution of an operation to im-plicitlymean that the transaction is in its prepared stateat the participant. In this way, we can eliminate theneed for the voting phase of 2PC. That is, a transac-tion enters its prepared to commit state at a site afterthe execution of each of its operations. When in pre-pared to commit state, a transaction can become activeagain when a new operation request is submitted andcan be committed or aborted when a decision messageis received by the participant (Figure 1).A remaining question is how to ensure that a trans-action can be correctly recovered after a failure with-out having to force-write the log records that are gen-erated during the processing of each operation prior toacknowledging its completion as in the case of early pre-pare [11, 12]. Notice that a force-write involves a diskaccess that suspends the protocol until the disk access iscompleted. Also, unlike the unsolicited vote optimiza-tion [13], the participants in IYV have no knowledgeabout when their parts in a transaction execution havebeen completed. Thus, participants cannot tell when toforce their logs into the stable storage. In the case ofIYV, we achieve this through a low-cost partial replica-tion of each participant's log at the coordinators' sitesgiven that (1) migrating large amounts of data from aparticipant to the coordinator (and vice versa) in giga-bit networks will not pose a problem; and (2) the costof forcing a log is practically independent of its size,i.e., the number of records to be written, and is due toqueueing delays.We assume that each site employs page-level loggingand uses a traditional undo-redo recovery techniques [2]in which the undo phase precedes the redo phase. As itwill become apparent in Section 2.2, recovery schemessuch as ARIES [8] which are in general highly e�cient,may not o�er the same e�ciency in the context of duallogs adopted by IYV, because their redo phase precedesthe undo phase.
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PreparedFigure 1: The IYV protocol.In IYV, dual logging works as follows. Each par-ticipant includes the redo records that have been gen-erated during the execution of an operation with theircorresponding log sequence numbers (LSNs) in the ac-knowledgment (ACK) message of the operation. Whenthe coordinator receives an ACK message, it writes anon-forced log record containing the (participant's) logrecords in the message. In this way, the coordinator'slog contains an image of the redo part of each partic-ipant's log which can be used to reconstruct the redopart of a participant's log in case it is corrupted due toa system failure.To facilitate forward recovery that allows transac-tions to resume their execution after a participant fail-ure, IYV must be able to reconstruct the complete stateof the recovered transactions including the lock table.For this reason, the participants are required to includein the ACK messages, along with the redo records, allthe read locks which have been acquired during the ex-ecution of operations. In this way, a coordinator alsomaintains a partial image of the lock table of each par-ticipant. After a failure, transactions' write locks arere-acquired during the redo phase whereas read locksare extracted from the partial image of the lock tableat the coordinator.2.1 The IYV ProtocolWhen a participant receives the �rst operation of atransaction, it force-writes a start record which in-cludes the identity of the transaction's coordinator inits log and then executes the operation. The startrecord is basically used by a participant to limit thenumber of coordinators that are needed to be contactedduring its recovery after a failure. Any subsequent op-erations received by the participant are processed andlogged (without forcing the log into stable storage) priorto acknowledging them. If a participant fails to processan operation, it aborts the transaction and replies withnegative acknowledgement (NACK).If the coordinator receives either an abort requestfrom the transaction or a NACK from a participant, thecoordinator decides to abort the transaction. Once the



coordinator decides to abort the transaction, it force-writes an abort record and then, sends abort messagesto all the participants. On the other hand, when thecoordinator receives a commit request from the trans-action, it waits for the acknowledgment of the trans-action's pending operations before deciding to committhe transaction. On a commit decision, the coordinatorforce-writes a commit record prior to sending a commitmessage to all the participants. In either case, the deci-sion record includes the identities of all the participants.When a participant receives a commit (abort) mes-sage regarding a transaction, it writes a forced commit(abort) record and commits (aborts) the transactionreleasing all the transaction's resources. In the case ofan abort decision, the participant undoes all the e�ectsof the transaction (using its own log). A participant�nally acknowledges a decision after the correspondingdecision record is placed into the stable log.Finally, when the coordinator receives the acknowl-edgments from all the participants, it writes a non-forced end log record and discards all information per-taining to the transaction from its protocol table know-ing that no participant will inquire about the transac-tion's outcome in the future.2.2 Recovery in IYVIYV is resilient to both communication and site fail-ures (see Figure 2). As it is the case in the 2PC andall its variants, site and communication failures are de-tected by timeouts.Communication FailuresAlthough we assume communication failures to berare in high speed networks, there are three places inIYV where a communication failure might occur whilea site is waiting for a message. First is when a partic-ipant has no pending acknowledgments and is waitingfor a new operation or a �nal decision. In this case,the participant is blocked until the communication withthe coordinator is re-established. Then, the participantinquires the coordinator about the transaction's status.The coordinator replies with either a �nal decision ora still active message. In the former case, the partici-pant enforces the �nal decision and then acknowledgesit, while in the latter case, the participant waits for fur-ther operations.The second place is when the coordinator of a trans-action is waiting for an operation acknowledgment froma participant. A participant may abort the transaction,if a communication failure occurs while a participanthas a pending acknowledgment. Similarly, the coordi-nator may abort the transaction and submits a �nalabort decision to the rest of the participants. Noticethat the coordinator of a transaction may commit thetransaction despite communication failures with someparticipats as long as these participants have no pend-ing acknowledgments.The third place is when the coordinator of a trans-action is awaiting the acknowledgments of its �nal deci-sion. Since the coordinator needs the acknowledgmentsin order to discard the information pertaining to thetransaction from its protocol table and its log, it re-submits its �nal decision once these communication fail-ures are �xed. When a participant receives the �naldecision after a failure, it either just acknowledges the

decision if it has already received and enforced the de-cision prior to the failure1, or enforces the decision andthen sends back an acknowledgement message.Coordinator FailureUpon a coordinator restart, after a failure, the coor-dinator re-builds its protocol table by scanning its log.The coordinator needs to consider only those transac-tions that have decision records without a correspondingend record. For each of these transactions, the coor-dinator creates an entry in its protocol table that in-cludes the identities of the participants as recorded inthe transaction's decision record. Then, it restarts thedecision phase of IYV for each of these transactions byre-submitting its decision to all the participants and re-sumes normal operation.If a participant has already received and enforced the�nal decision prior to the failure, as in the case of acommunication failure, the participant simply respondswith an acknowledgment. If the participant has notreceived the decision, it must have been waiting for thedecision and once it receives the decision, it force writesa decision record and then sends an ACK message.For those transactions without �nal decision records(i.e., those transactions that were active prior to thefailure), the coordinator can safely forget about themand consider them as aborted transactions. If a partici-pant in the execution of one of these transactions has apending acknowledgment when it timeouts, it will abortthe transaction. On the other hand, if it is left blocked,when the coordinator recovers, the participant will in-quire about the status of the transaction. For thosetransactions that are associated with decision recordsas well as end records, the coordinator can safely dis-card all information about these transactions knowingthat no participant will inquire about their outcome inthe future.Participant FailureAfter a failure and during the analysis phase of therestart procedure, the participant determines the set oftransactions each associated with a start record andwithout a corresponding decision record, and inquirestheir coordinators about their status. Since the entirelog might not be written into a stable storage until af-ter a decision record is forced written, the log may notcontain all the redo records of the operations committedat the site. Thus, an inquiry message for a transactioncontains the largest LSN of the record in the stable logpertaining to the transaction. This log record corre-sponds to the transaction's last operation executed bythe participant and having survived the failure. In themean time, the participant recovers those committedand aborted transactions that have decision records per-taining to them already stored in its stable log. Thatis, the undo phase is performed and the redo phase isinitiated while waiting for the reply messages to arrivefrom the coordinators.For each active transaction �nally committed, the co-ordinator sends back a commitmessage augmented witha list of all the transaction's redo records that are storedin its log and have LSNs greater than the one received1A participant without any memory regarding the transactionis assumed to have already enforced the decision and discardedall information pertaining to the transaction.



Coordinator's AlgorithmIn case of a communication failure:� Abort each active transaction that has a pending ac-knowledgment at an inaccessible site or no participantsite can be found to process one of the transaction'soperations.In case of a site failure:1. For each transaction that has a decision record in thestable log without a corresponding end record, includethe transaction in the protocol table and restart thedecision phase.2. Abort all active transactions (i.e., transactions withoutdecision log records).3. Do not consider transactions with end records alreadyin the stable log.4. Resume normal processing.Participant's AlgorithmIn case of a communication failure:� Abort all active transactions with pending acknowledg-ments.� Wait until the failure is �xed and then inquire aboutthe status of all active transactions without pendingacknowledgments.{ Either a decision or a still active message will bereceived for each of these transactions.In case of a site failure:1. Analysis phase: identify committed, aborted and activetransactions, recording for each active transaction itscoordinator (from its start record) and largest LSN.2. For each active transaction send an inquiry messagecontaining its largest LSN to its coordinator.3. Undo the e�ects of aborted and active transactions.4. Once the reply messages arrive, repair the log, updatethe list of committed and still-active transactions andre-build the lock table.5. Complete the redo phase.� Redo committed transactions and release theirlocks.� Redo still-active transactions.6. Resume normal processing.Figure 2: Recovery in IYV.

from the participant. On the other hand, a coordinatorhas to send only an abort message in response to aninquiry about an aborted transaction2.For each active transaction that is still in progressin all other sites (i.e., no decision was made), the co-ordinator replies with a still-active message containing,as in the case of a commit decision, a list of the redorecords associated with LSNs greater than the one re-ceived from the participant. The message also containsall the read locks that were held by the transaction atthe participant's site prior to its failure.Once the participant receives all the reply messages,it repairs its log and completes the redo phase. The par-ticipant also re-builds its lock table by re-acquiring theupdate locks during the redo phase in conjunction withthe read locks received from the coordinators. Once theredo phase is complete, the participant acknowledges alldecision messages and resumes its normal processing. Inthis way, a long-executing transaction is not aborted asa result of a participant failure as it would have beenthe case with all the other 2PC variants.The case that both the coordinator and a participantsite fail at the same time is handled in the same way asabove. However, it is necessary that the coordinatorrecovers before the participant.2.3 Implicit Yes-Vote Presume AbortIn 2PC, there is a hidden presumption that allows thecoordinator not to force write any log records prior tothe decision phase. During the recovery of a coordina-tor, not �nding a decision record pertaining to a transac-tion is interpreted as an abort decision. This presump-tion is made more explicit in the presume abort protocol(PrA) [9, 10]. Implicit yes-vote presume abort (IYV-PrA), and in a manner similar to PrA, adopts the abortpresumption. In IYV-PrA, the coordinator of a trans-action needs only to force write a commit record. Anymissing information about a transaction is presumed tomean that the transaction has been aborted. The abortpresumption is made explicit by not writing an abortrecord at all and by discarding all the information aboutan aborted transaction from the protocol table.In IYV-PrA, participants also do not have to force-write an abort decision, nor do they have to acknowl-edge an abort message. Thus, in addition to log writes,IYV-PrA reduces the number of coordination messagesfor aborted transactions. If a participant fails beforethe abort decision record is in stable storage, upon itsrecovery, it will inquire the transaction's coordinatorabout the transaction's status. Since the coordinatorwould not have any information about the transaction,it will direct the participant to abort the transaction bypresumption. The cost of a commit decision, however,remains the same as in the IYV.3 Comparison of IYV with other ACPsAs mentioned above, in contrast to unsolicited vote(UV) optimization, IYV does not assume that each siteknows when it has executed the last operation on behalfof a transaction in order to avoid writing the log recordsassociated with an operation prior to acknowledging it.2Note that the e�ects of such a transaction have already beenundone by the participant during the undo phase.



2PC PrC PrA EP CL IYV IYV-PrA IYV IYV-PrAWith Start Without Startlog records log recordsLog force delays 2 3 2 3 1 2 2 1 1Total log force writes 2n+1 n+2 2n+1 n+2 1 2n+1 2n+1 n+1 n+1Message delays (Commit) 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0Message delays (Locks) 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1Total messages 4n 3n 4n n n 2n 2n 2n 2nTotal messages with piggybacking 3n 3n 3n n n n n n nTable 1: The cost of the protocols to commit a transaction assuming the best case scenario.2PC PrC PrA EP CL IYV IYV-PrA IYV IYV-PrAWith Start Without Startlog records log recordsLog force delays 2 2 1 2 0 2 1 1 0Total log force writes 2n+1 2n+1 n 2n+1 0 2n+1 n n+1 0Message delays (Abort) 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0Message delays (Locks) 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1Total messages 4n 4n 3n 2n 2n 2n n 2n nTotal messages with piggybacking 3n 3n 3n n 2n n n n nTable 2: The cost of the protocols to abort a transaction assuming the best case scenario.Thus, IYV is more general compared to UV. In the spe-cial cases in which UV is applicable, IYV and UV wouldexhibit the similar behavior during normal processing.The early prepare protocol (EP) [11, 12] combines UVwith presume commit (PrC) [9, 10]. PrC requires theidentities of the participants to be explicitly recordedby the coordinator in a forced initiation log record,to ensure that an aborted transaction is not presumedas committed after a failure. Thus, in EP, the num-ber of forced log writes pertaining to a transaction isequal to the number of the participants that executedthe transaction (without a form of predeclaration). Thisis because the list of participants has to be updatedand a new initiation record has to be forced writteneach time a new participant executes an operation ofthe transaction. In contrast, in IYV a coordinator doesnot have to force write any initiation log records forcorrectness purposes whereas the forced start recordby the participants aims to reduce the cost of recovery.In the next section we evaluate the IYV variant whicheliminates the start record at the expense of slowerrecovery.Another non-2PC atomic protocol behaving similarto EP is the coordinator log protocol (CL) which as-sumes that transactions are short and most probablygoing to commit [11, 12]. CL eliminates the need for any(force-write) logging at the participants' sites by havingthe coordinators maintain the logs and using distributedwrite-ahead logging (DWAL) [3]. That is, the log of aparticipant is distributed among multiple coordinatorsites. CL also eliminates the initiation record of EP.Since a participant in CL might inquire a coordina-tor about the latest forced log write (i.e., to ensure theWAL protocol), this might become completely costlywhen compared with any of the 2PC variants. Also,rolling back aborted transactions has to be performedcompletely over the network. This means that when aparticipant aborts a transaction, it cannot release theresources held by the transaction until it communicateswith the transaction's coordinator and receives the undolog records pertaining to the transaction.Another problem with CL, as presented in [11, 12], is

that the log records of transactions cannot be garbagecollected by the coordinators and have to be remem-bered forever. In CL, garbage collection is given up forcommitted as well as aborted transactions even thoughabort decisions are acknowledged by the participants.(In this case, there is no actual bene�t from the ac-knowledgment messages except that they contain theundo log records of aborted transactions.)In case of failures, coordinators in IYV can maketheir own decisions regarding active transactions with-out communicating with any participant, whereas a re-covering coordinator in CL has to communicate with allpossible participants in the system. This is the cost thathas to be paid in CL for eliminating the initiationrecord. A recovering participant in CL, on the otherhand, has to wait until it receives all the log recordsfrom the coordinators and until all active transactionshave been decided upon. In IYV, however, using the\still active" message, a participant can recover its stateprior to its failure without having to wait until all activetransactions have been decided upon. Further, abortedtransactions in IYV are handled locally by a partici-pant without any communication with the coordinators(the undo records do not have to be propagated to thecoordinators).4 Evaluation of IYVIn this section, we evaluate IYV along with the pro-tocols considered above, namely, 2PC, PrC, PrA, EPand CL. Due to space limitations, we assume that thereader is familiar with these protocols and hence we donot elaborate on them. In our evaluation, we furtherconsider IYV-PrA as well as IYV variants which do notrequire start records to be forced by the participantsat the expense of having to communicate with all thecoordinators in order to recover a failed participant.In our evaluation, we use best and worst case scenar-ios as in [11, 12] to highlight the performance di�erencesamong the various ACPs protocols and we consider thenumber of coordination messages and forced log writesthat are due to the protocols only (e.g., we do not con-



2PC PrC PrA EP CL IYV IYV-PrA IYV IYV-PrAWith Start Without Startlog records log recordsLog force delays 2 3 2 d+n+1 d+1 n+1 n+1 1 1Total log force writes 2n+1 n+2 2n+1 d+n+1 d+1 2n+1 2n+1 n+1 n+1DWAL Message delays 0 0 0 0 2d 0 0 0 0Message delays (Commit) 2 2 2 0 2d 0 0 0 0Message delays (Locks) 3 3 3 1 2d+1 1 1 1 1Total messages 4n 3n 4n n 2d+n 2n 2n 2n 2nTotal messages with piggybacking 3n 3n 3n n 2d+n n n n nTable 3: The cost of the protocols to commit a transaction assuming the worst case scenario.2PC PrC PrA EP CL IYV IYV-PrA IYV IYV-PrAWith Start Without Startlog records log recordsLog force delays 2 2 1 d+n d n+1 n 1 0Total log force writes 2n+1 2n+1 n d+2n d 2n+1 n n+1 0DWAL Message delays 0 0 0 0 4d 0 0 0 0Message delays (Abort) 2 2 2 0 2d 0 0 0 0Message delays (Locks) 3 3 3 1 4d+1 1 1 1 1Total messages 4n 4n 3n 2n 4d+n 2n n 2n nTotal messages with piggybacking 3n 3n 3n n 4d+n n n n nTable 4: The cost of the protocols to abort a transaction assuming the worst case scenario.sider the number of messages that are due to the oper-ations and their acknowledgments).Table 1 and Table 2, compare the number of mes-sages and forced log writes that are needed to commitand abort a transaction, respectively, for the di�erentprotocols based on the best case scenario. We denoteby n the number of participants that executed a trans-action and by d the number of data items that havebeen accessed by the transaction. In this scenario, weassume that: The participants are known at the begin-ning of a transaction, each participant executes at mostan operation on a single data item for each transaction(i.e., d=n) and the operations of a transaction executein parallel on the participants. Also, participants havesu�cient memory space that prevents them from havingto force the log during the execution of a transaction.The rows labeled \Log force delays" contain the se-quence of forced log writes that are required up to thepoint of commit/abort decision is made. The rowslabeled \Message delays (commit/abort)" contain thenumber of sequential messages up to the commit/abortpoint, and the rows labeled \Message delays (Locks)"contain the number of sequential messages that are in-volved in order to release all the locks held by a commit-ting/aborting transaction. For example, in Table 1, the\Log force delays" for 2PC is 2 because there are twoforce log writes between the beginning of the protocoland the time a commit decision is made by a transac-tion's coordinator. Also, 2PC involves two sequentialmessages in order for a coordinator to make its �nal de-cision regarding a transaction (i.e., the �rst phase), andthree sequential messages to release all the resources(i.e., locks) held by the transaction at the participants.In the best case scenario, CL dominates all other2PC variants as far as the logging activities and forcedlog writes are concerned for the commit case. It re-quires a single log force write and a single message tobe sent to each participant. In the abort case, althoughIYV-PrA (with the start log records) and CL needthe same number of sequential messages to abort and

release locks, IYV-PrA trades o� a forced write for amessage in CL. Once the start log record is eliminatedfrom IYV-PrA, it dominates the CL by n messages inthe total message count.Piggybacking the acknowledgments is an optimizationthat can be used to eliminate the �nal round of messagesfor the commit case in 2PC, PrA, IYV, and IYV-PrA,but not in the case of PrC, EP and CL because a com-mit �nal decision is never acknowledged in these pro-tocols. Similarly, this optimization can be used in theabort case with the 2PC, PrC, EP, and IYV but notwith PrA, CL and IYV-PrA. In PrA and IYV-PrA, anabort decision is never acknowledged while in CL, theacknowledgement is sent immediately because it con-tains the undo log records of the aborted transaction.Tables 3 and 4 compare the di�erent protocols un-der the worst case scenario. In this scenario, we assumethat: (1) participants are not known at the beginning ofa transaction, (2) each participant executes more thanone operation on behalf of a transaction (i.e., d > n),(3) transactions execute serially (e.g., an operation issubmitted by a transaction only when the previous op-eration has been executed and acknowledged), (4) eachoperation generates a single log record, and (5) partic-ipants have limited memory space. That is, each logrecord that is generated due to the execution of an op-eration has to be forced written into the stable log as aworst case scenario. (Note that in our evaluation, we donot include the number of forced log writes which aredue to the operations and which are the same in all theprotocols except for EP where the log records have tobe forced written all the time.)In the worst case scenario, CL requires two explicitmessages to be exchanged between a participant andthe coordinator of a transaction for each operation exe-cuted by the participant for the commit case (thus, the2d in \DWALMessage delays"). For the abort case, fourmessages are needed to be exchanged between the par-ticipant and the coordinator of an aborted transaction.This is because undoing an operation using ARIES [8],



the recovery scheme of CL is another write operationthat has to be logged. Since CL uses a DWAL log-ging protocol, undoing an operation requires two moreexplicit messages to be exchanged between the coordi-nator and the participant in the worst case scenario.The two scenarios show that the cost associated withEP is highly dependent on the number of operations ofthe transactions while CL is also dependent on the sizeof main memory and the percentage of committed andaborted transactions. Thus, EP and CL are rather in-e�cient in DDBSs with long-living transactions wherea transaction might execute a large number of opera-tions at each site it accesses, a situation that is typi-cally found in advanced distributed database applica-tions. Together with EP and CL, IYV and IYV-PrAwith start record involve the least number of sequen-tial messages. Although their performance depends onthe number of sequential forced start records, theseare at most equal to the number of participants whichis generally very small compared to the number of writeoperations. It is clear from the tables that IYV and itsPrA optimization without start records promise theminimum cost among the other 2PC variants.Even though IYV requires the redo records gener-ated during the execution of a transaction's operationbe logged at both its coordinator as well as the par-ticipants, such a duplicate logging should incur negli-gible overhead because the log records are written ina non-forced manner and without involving any extracoordination messages. The only overhead is that IYVrequires more bu�er space for the log of the coordina-tor so that logging do not cause frequent ushing tothe log bu�er. As mentioned earlier, we believe that,in general, the overhead associated with the duplicationof logs and the extra information contained in the com-mit and still-active messages is well o�set by the reduc-tion in the number of sequential coordination messagesand the gain of being able to support forward recoveryof interrupted, possibly long-lived, transactions due toparticipant and communication failures.5 ConclusionIn this paper, we proposed implicit yes-vote (IYV), a2PC variant that is targeted toward those future highlyreliable distributed database sites interconnected via gi-gabit networks. In such environments, the propagationlatency is more of an issue than the size of messages.IYV exploits these new domain characteristics to mini-mize the cost of transaction commitment at the cost ofslower recovery.However, after a participant or a communication fail-ure, IYV allows partially executed transactions that arestill active on other participants to resume their execu-tion, a situation that is not possible in any other 2PCvariant. IYV supports forward recovery through a low-cost partial replication of the log and lock table of eachparticipant at the coordinator sites. Forward recoverypotentially reduces the overall cost of recovery that hasbeen traded o� for e�ciency during normal processing.Similar to all other 2PC variants, IYV is a blocking pro-tocol in the face of communication and site failures.Currently, we are investigating methods of reducingthe cost of recovery in the case of IYV without startrecord and we are extending IYV to be used in the con-text of multilevel distributed transactions.
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